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COMPANY PROFILE
Corrina Bonshek & Collaborators is led by composer and artistic director Corrina Bonshek
whose vision is to bring artists and audiences from all cultural backgrounds together to
celebrate our shared connection to the spectacular, biodiverse ecosystems that support us.
It is supported by the long-standing collaboration of Greta Kelly (manager of DeepBlue) and
Bonshek, who have been producing together since 2016, beginning with the highly successful
‘Song to the Earth’, which was created in the lead up to the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games. ‘Song to the Earth’s performance seasons include, in its original and adapted versions
include Bleach* Festival 2017 & 2018, 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth Games Arts &
Culture Festival, Flowstate Southbank 2018, Rainforest Fringe Festival Sarawak Malaysia
2019, Phoenix Central Park Sydney 2019, Hervey Bay Whale Festival 2021, Kingston Butter
Factory 2021, Opening of Rockhampton Museum of Art 2022, Redlands Performing Arts
Centre 2022.
Our touring capacity is supported by experienced producer & tour manager Greta Kelly, who
has delivered seven national and nine international tours in the past 10 years. It is also
supported by the successful grant-writing partnership of Bonshek & Kelly who secured
$77,855 in RISE Funds in partnerships with DeepBlue as performing partner for three
performances of Song to the Earth in 2021-22. Bonshek & Kelly supported Fraser Coast
Tourism & Events to secure a Festivals Australia grant ($49,749) for the creation of Song to
the Ocean and its presentation at Hervey Bay Whale Festival in 2021.

ABOUT THE SHOW
SHOW SYNPOSIS
Song to the Ocean is a love-song to the extraordinary marine life along our coast. It is an
immersive, outdoor music installation that invites audiences to enter a circle of awe-inspired
light sculptures, stroll among the orchestra and experience music and nature sounds up-close.
Join Maori Sonic Weaver WHAIA, acclaimed Australian string ensemble DeepBlue, master
percussionist & South East Asia gong expert Michael Askill, and Persian violinist Greta Kelly
for an euphoric musical experience under the night sky.
Take a walk through an ocean of musicians, illuminated by awe-inspiring light installations
with original contemporary classical music by Australian composer Dr Corrina Bonshek that
is inspired by cycles and patterns of nature.
This extraordinary production includes 30 talented young local musicians, and design
elements made during intergenerational art-making workshops informed by local indigenous
arts and culture and the region’s marine life.
There is an option for 4-day residency with two concurrent programs of community
engagement in areas of music performance and visual art.
In the music-making residency, 30-40 high school aged string and percussion students will
attend workshops led by DeepBlue musicians and Dr Michael Askill. They will be upskilled
in expressive performance technique and perform alongside 14 professional musicians. The
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students will develop their music expression skills in a performance where there is no barrier
between the audience and musicians.
This project includes consultation with local Elders, language and cultural exchange with
Maori Sonic Weaver Whaia, and opportunity for collaboration with local first nations artists.
Depending upon the location, it may also be possible to set up a large screen with live feed of
the performance so that audiences can watch the performance in picnic mode as well as enter
the installation and explore. Cinematic or documentary marine life imagery is interspersed
with live feed of the performance and pre-show documentary video vignettes/interviews with
local experts (such as an indigenous elder, a conservationist and an artist) on the topic of what
ocean/marine life means to you.
Song to the Ocean premiered at the Hervey Bay Whale Festival in 2021. We have been
encouraged by RISE Fund project officers to submit another application for three-to-six
performances of ''Song to the Ocean'' for 2022-23.

ARTFORM
● Interdisciplinary
● Live Classical Music
● Live Contemporary Music
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We firstly acknowledge the Butchulla Peoples, Custodians of the land, waters and
culture, where we first premiered Song to the Ocean.
Song to the Ocean was co-commissioned by Fraser Coast Tourism & Events and Fraser Coast
Regional Council, with assistance of the Australian Government through the Festivals
Australia program and the Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF), a partnership between
the Queensland Government and Fraser Coast Regional Council to support local arts and
culture in regional Queensland.
This work is an adaptation of Song to the Earth which was co-commissioned by City of Gold
Coast, Bleach*Festival and the Queensland Government through the Regional Arts
Development Fund and the Office of the Commonwealth Games and other funding sources,
and premiered at Bleach* at Festival 2018.
Music Composition & Artistic Direction: Dr Corrina Bonshek
Performers: DeepBlue, Dr Michael Askill, Whaia, Greta Kelly leading a team of local
musicians
Vocal/instrumental improvisation & creative cultural consultant: Whaia
Large-scale light sculptures: Mimi Dennett
Wearable & small scale light installations: Tiffany Beckwith-Skinner
Prototyping and facilitation for silhouette art: Tiffany Beckwith-Skinner
Sound design: Dr Corrina Bonshek with spatialisation by Anna Whitaker, marine recordings
by The Oceania Project
Live sound: Marco Foxlee
Song to the Ocean
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BIOGRAPHIES
Composer Corrina Bonshek writes nature-inspired music that has been described as
‘beautifully shaped and contemplative’ (Clare MacClean, 2013) and ‘deeply spiritual in
intent’ (Anne Boyd, 2002). Her music is performed regularly in Australia by soloists and
ensembles (Jason Noble, Alex Raineri, Ady Ensemble, Sirius Ensemble, Charisma Ensemble,
Kupka’s Piano). She has strong ties to Asia, which she visits regularly for residencies,
premieres and workshops with young musicians. Corrina was inaugural visiting scholar of
Nirmita Institute for Young Composers in 2016, resident composer working with young Thai
musicians at Burapha University International Festival of Music and Performing Arts, and her
recent compositions have been premiered at Taipei International Festival of Arts, Sydney
Sacred Music Festival, Bleach* Festival.
Emerging from research begun in 2005, award-winning DeepBlue reinvents the classical
string ensemble combining artistic excellence with electronics, choreography and perceptive,
insightful repertoire to engage new audiences. Their national and international collaborations
demonstrate passion for diversity and innovation and their four albums, TV appearances and
extensive touring have earned them huge national and international exposure.
Through YoungBlue, their unique education program, and by engaging diverse composers
DeepBlue dedicate themselves to keeping classical music current.
Follow DeepBlue on Facebook to keep up with the project news.
DeepBlue reviews
"Think ELO and Nigel Kennedy's exuberant lovechild on stage. Think cello player
walking backwards on stilts. Think 17 young and mobile players enthusiastically
performing everything from Bowie to Rachmaninoff and you have the DeepBlue
Orchestra."
Fairfax Digital Independent Weekly
"There was quite a lot of 'Pow!', quite a lot of 'Wow!', and it was definitely 'Now'."
Australia Stage review by Peter Bleby
“Throw non-stop choreography that illuminates conversational exchanges between
instruments and theatrical realisations of string technique into the mix and this
stereotype is forever wiped... The approach is immediate. Note bound, seated,
reverent and retiring these determined, bright-eyed communicators are anything but.”
Australian Stage review by Gillian Wills
DeepBlue videos
ABC Arts story:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRZomvuSVg8
DeepBlue at the 5th International World Forum on Music
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wGtrQQw4KLA
DeepBlue’s YoungBlue program:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6y3c-MCjrs
Dr Michael Askill (PhD – University of Queensland) is a percussionist, composer, musical
director, musical ambassador and educator - an icon of Australian music, known and admired
for his enduring contribution to the Australian contemporary music landscape and his original
blending of Asian and Western Sounds. Before embarking on a successful independent career,
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he was Principal Timpanist with the Melbourne Symphony and then Principal Percussionist
with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra. His collaboration with one of Australia’s most highly
respected choreographers, Graeme Murphy, resulted in a number of ballets including Free
Radicals, Salome, Air and Other Invisible Forces for Sydney Dance Company. Michael is
Percussionist Specialist at the Queensland Academy - Creative Industries Campus, Lecturer in
Percussion at the University of Queensland and was a featured artist at the 2016 Australian
Percussion Gathering held at the Queensland Conservatorium where he was awarded a
Lifetime Achievement Award from the Percussive Arts Society.
WHAIA is a Maori Sonic Weaver, vocalist, multi-instrumentalist and retreat facilitator for
Kurawaka Australia Empowering Women Through Culture & The Arts. For the past decade
she has been walking with an array of Crystal Singing Bowls and Taonga Puoro/Traditional
First Nations Instruments creating her own unique cradle of embedded healing phonics.
Celebrating her culture and connection to source, she activates an ancient primordial voice
that will no doubt rumble your inner jungle, soothe your bones and shake loose that which can
serve your awakening process.
Born in Hawkes Bay a Ngati Kahugnunu woman, her relationship to the Whale runs deep
within her cultural bearings. She was raised in the outback desert of Yindjibarndi country in
the Pilbara, far North Western Australia. The arid harsh beauty of the land and her Aboriginal
grandmother shaped her story from the age of 6. In 2012, Whaia made the pilgrimage to the
iconic Hervey Bay ‘Sounding Bowl’ of K’gari K’gari or as it is also known as Fraser Island
with Traditional Aboriginal Elder Bunna Lawrie - Whale Song & Dance Man of the Mirning
people. Touring Australia wide for over 4 years with the band ‘Bunna Lawrie & The
Whaledreamers’, she sang the whale song lines across the country from Arnhem Land and the
Daintree rainforest in Cairns, to Melbourne Didgeridoo Festival and Woodford Folk Festival.
With a depth of ochre in her skin and mana in her bones, she’s a true warrior woman with a
soft yet powerful delivery, entwining one’s heart, body and spirit. https://whaiacreation.com/

TARGET AUDIENCE
Families with young children can participate in the pre-show art-making workshop
and enjoy strolling through the performance space. Families with teenage children
who play strings and percussion can participate in the music workshops and perform
in the production. Older people enjoy the meditative, grounding music.

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICS
TOURING AVAILABILITY
The cast and crew are available to tour from 1/7/2022 – 9/12/2023. It is advised that
the production be put on during school term as this enables more music student
participation.
DURATION
Part 1 – 30 minutes
Interval – 15 minutes
Act 2 – 30 minutes
Option 2 - for small cast indoor concert presentation.
We can also present a 45-minute concert version of Song to the Ocean featuring Whaia Maori
Sonic Weaver, Greta Kelly on Shah Kaman, Corrina Bonshek on live soundscapes, and
Song to the Ocean
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Michael Askill on gongs, with the option of engaging local musicians to perform on gongs as
part of the show.

SUITABLE VENUES
This production is designed for outdoors. It best suits a flat grassed area that can
accommodate a 25-metre diameter performance circle and has minimal traffic noise. It suits
sports ovals, parklands, and we can make use of LCD screen if one is available.
Our small cast version suits indoor, concert presentation.

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES PER WEEK
2 performances for full cast installation
4 performances for small cast concert presentation
MINIMUM BREAK BETWEEN PERFORMANCES
2 days for full cast installation
30minutes for small cast concert presentation
TOURING PERSONNEL
The touring party consists of 19 people.
Name
Corrina Bonshek
Michael Askill
Whaia Maori sonic weaver
Greta Kelly
Skylar Sansome
12 DeepBlue
Marco Foxlee
Tiffany Beckwith-Skinner
Blake Howson

Role
Artistic director and composer
Percussionist and mentor
Vocals and instruments
Violin and shah kaman (Persian violin)
Percussionist
8 violinists, 1 viola player, 3 cellists
Sound Production
Artist
Lighting & Production manager

PERFORMANCE HISTORY
Year
2021

Venue
Seafront Oval, Hervey Bay Whale Festival

Number of performances
2

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT
OVERVIEW
Audiences walk under the night sky through this exquisite live music installation to
experience music and nature sounds up close surrounded by awe-inspiring light sculptures.
Audience testimonials

Walking amongst the musicians at night, with the mixture of lights,
sounds, and music was just magical. It was really effective to be
Song to the Ocean
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amongst the musicians as they passed the notes along the circle around
me, and gave a real sense of immersion in the whole experience.
Heidi Mauders, audience member
This extraordinary production includes 30 talented high-school aged music students who
participate in workshops that develop musical expression in the lead up to participating in the
production.
Student and teacher testimonials
My students gained so much from this experience. They were challenged to play
music that was very different to what they usually play and had to learn to listen and
work with other musicians on a much higher level than any other experience they
have had to date in their musical learning. For a regional area such as Hervey Bay,
where such experiences are so limited, this was a golden opportunity for my students.
I am sure they have been inspired to continue with instrumental learning, and I have
seen a significant increase in motivation to practice and musicality in the students
who participated in the workshops and performance. I also believe that the Hervey
Bay Community benefited greatly from such a professional and unique performance
celebrating the connection our community has to the ocean and to the Humpback
Whales that visit this area each year.
The value to the music students and Community of Hervey Bay from this wonderful
cultural event will be long lasting.
Lindy Kleinschmidt, participating string teacher

Thank you so very much for including Fraser Coast Anglican College in such
an amazing experience. The students are still buzzing about it, and it meets my
ideals perfectly - great music, immersive and combining the Arts so
beautifully. Thank you again. I hope to work with you guys again soon.
Ian Slater, Teacher, Fraser Coast Anglican College
Local artists
In the optional art-making residency, 20 local artists can participate in our inter-generational
art-making workshops, co-led by artist Tiﬀany Beckwith-Skinner and a local indigenous artist
that reﬂect on the region’s marine life from a variety of perspectives including local
indigenous stories.

As an artist, building connections is at the core of my work. So being involved in a
project like this is a way of reaching out to others in my local community that crosses
beliefs or boundaries. I can say something and perhaps affect someone in a way that
is gentle and peaceful. The quality of light fascinates me and being able to play with
a new technique was fabulous. It’s also about connections with other artists and
creatives and we so need to stay in contact with each other to thrive as an arts
community.
Lesley Dubroy, participating artist:
Tiffany also conducts workshops for up to 20 young artists to create their own miniature
illuminated and wearable art inspired by the ocean.
Song to the Ocean
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Local Indigenous Artists
Consultation with local elders will begin 9-months prior to the performance and up to three
Indigenous creatives will be invited to create new works for inclusion in this show in dialogue
with the creative team. They may choose to perform with Whaia, whose whale song,
traditional instruments can connect with traditional owners in a powerful exchange that is
deeply spiritual. Or they may choose to create new illuminated art structures for the
performance. Or they wish to create new music, sound or stories that can be incorporated into
the show in dialogue with artistic director Corrina Bonshek. Dialogue to integrate and best
present new forms will occur in the lead up to the show, especially the one week creative
residency prior to the performance.
Corrina Bonshek & Collaborators have developed this Cultural Protocols Framework:
https://deepblue.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Corrina-Bonshek-and-Collaborators-Cult
ural-Protocols_Working-Document.pdf
Song to the Ocean optimally programmed during school term to increase opportunities of
engagement.

DESCRIPTION / DETAILS
There are options of:
● adapting the work in consultation with local Elders to celebrate First Nations'
ancestral language and cultural practices; and
● a four-day residency with two concurrent programs of community engagement in
areas of music performance and visual art.
Local Indigenous performers are invited to join featured vocalist, Whaia Sonic Weaver, whose
whale song, traditional Maori instruments and women's call, Karanga can connect with
musicians, dancers and artists who are traditional owners on Country in a powerful exchange
that is deeply spiritual.
In the music-making residency, 12-30 high school aged string and percussion students attend
2 x three hour workshops led by DeepBlue musicians and Dr Michael Askill. They will learn
expressive performance techniques including movement to develop their music expression
skills and be part of a performance where there are no barriers between the audience and
musicians. Violin, viola, cello and percussion students aged 13-18 years with 3rd grade
AMEB (or equivalent) level or above are invited to join the production which will involve 12
DeepBlue string players, 12-30 YoungBlue string players, Dr Askill, Jamee Seeto, 5 gong
community players, and Whaia.

10 weeks before the performance participants will receive the sheet music and audio
recording of their 30 minute part and are encouraged to learn it with their teacher. Four days
before the show they will participate in the Song to the Ocean residency, involving three
after-school workshops/rehearsal to develop playing ability and expressive performance
techniques facilitated by DeepBlue, Dr Askill and Whaia. Immediately following the
residency participants will perform one, two or three consecutive evenings as part of this
professional production.
Song to the Ocean
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Illuminated art workshops co-led by Tiffany Beckwith-Skinner and a local traditional
artist run for one day and also involve a three hour onsite installation to put the
artwork in the light-sculptures.
COST
The cost of participation is free but participants are required to attend every workshop/call.

TARGET AUDIENCE FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
DeepBlue has an extensive network of high school music teachers who they target to
recruit string and percussion students. This is an example of the musicians invitation
sent to teachers and parents:
https://deepblue.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Instrumental-Invitation_STTO_H
BWF_2021.pdf
Participants for the art-making workshops for artists are targeted through local art
galleries and art-making groups and can be both professional and hobby artists via
this call-out:
https://deepblue.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Invitation_ArtWorkshops_STTO
_2021.pdf
Participants for the childrens’ art-making workshop are targeted through kids local
council and library programs.

MARKETING
MARKETING COPY
Stroll through an ocean of music, encircled by illuminated art.
Short
Join acclaimed Australian string ensemble DeepBlue, master percussionist & South East Asia
gong expert Michael Askill, Maori Sonic Weaver Whaia, and Persian violinist Greta Kelly for
a euphoric musical experience under the night sky.
Take a walk through an ocean of musicians, illuminated by awe-inspiring light installations
with original contemporary classical music by Australian composer Dr Corrina Bonshek that
is inspired by cycles and patterns of nature .
This extraordinary collaboration informed through a dialogue with Elders, features local
Indigenous creatives, local music students and artists, and sounds and footage of the
extraordinary biodiverse marine life along the Queensland Coast

Extended
Join acclaimed Australian string ensemble DeepBlue, master percussionist & South East Asia
gong expert Michael Askill, Maori Sonic Weaver WHAIA, and Persian violinist Greta Kelly
for a euphoric musical experience under the night sky.

Song to the Ocean
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Song to the Ocean invites audiences on a magical journey into an otherworldy space
illuminated by large-scale light sculptures by Mimi Dennett and lighting designer Wes Bluff,
that glow in colour and intensity in response to the music. The performers are lit by
wonderous small-scale light installations by visual artist Tiffany Beckwith-Skinner, that evoke
natural forms like coral or seaweed.
This extraordinary work features dialogue with Elders, local Indigenous collaborators,30
young local musicians, visual designs by local artists, and sounds and footage of the
extraordinary biodiverse marine life along the Queensland Coast
The project brings musicians, community participants and audience members together in a
rich sensory experience that enhances their connection to the ocean, and grows their
appreciation of marine and shore ecosystems, and their desire to protect them.
DeepBlue have a physically expressive performance style that is a perfect marriage of music
and movement. They use choreography to communicate the flow of music in patterns and
spirals. At times, the music evokes the swirling of a school of fish and you can see the notes
being passed between the musicians around the performance space. This work is compelling
in its intimacy, as audiences can experience the music up-close, right next to the players.
The combination of heart-expanding music, awe-inspiring lighting, and interactive immersion
is immensely appealing to audiences who get to walk through the performance, and go on a
sound adventure.

MARKETING SUMMARY
Song to the Ocean media releases are sent to all major Queensland print, radio and online
avenues.
The team aims its marketing at a wide range of audiences including older music lovers (via
ABC and local radios), a wide range of music festival goers (via the internet), and special
interest audiences (via community organisations).
In the past, the team has partnered with related interest groups, and local music schools, music
teachers and music shops to help communicate information about workshops and shows.

AUDIENCE REVIEWS
Bianca Clifton, audience member
I wanted to congratulate you on a wonderful event to open our Whale Festival.
Your Song to the Ocean was so evocative and a gift of deep reverence to the
ocean - thank you. It’s so important our community has opportunities like this
to connect more deeply to the ocean and grow in appreciation and the desire
to protect it. Thanks again for your creative genius and profound offering in
our community.
COLLEAGUE RECOMMENDATIONS
Rosie Dennis Artistic Director Bleach* Festival
Song to the Ocean
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The short-time I have known Corrina she has demonstrated a passion and
commitment to create new works that challenge western music genres and
elevate powerful female voices and musicians.
rosie@placemakers.org.au
Mik Auckland, Director, Programming HOTA
Corrina Bonshek is a talented composer whose music is distinctive, original,
accessible and celebrates cultural diversity via her collaborations with artists
from diverse cultural backgrounds both in Australia and overseas. She has a
strong track record in conceiving and creating immersive, music-led
performances as can be seen with the highly successful Song to the Earth.
auckland@hota.com.au
Luke Watson, Business development River Nations Indigenous Corporation
We are delighted to be in conversation with Corrina Bonshek & Collaborators
and DeepBlue about collaborating on a new version of Song to the Ocean with
our first nation artists in Bundaberg.
This collaboration aligns with our values to empower our community and keep
our stories and songlines strong. We look for partnerships that are able to
leave a legacy in our community, that build the capacity of our artists. There
are strong early signs that this collaboration will achieve this.
Bonshek and Kelly have a proven record of adapting works in dialogue with
first nations artists both in Australia and overseas. I look forward to seeing
what we can create together, with the support of presentation partners in this
region.
luke.watson@rivernations.com.au
VIDEO LINKS
Song to the Ocean Highlights Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_wSpzfuKlQ&ab_channel=CorrinaBonshek%2
6Collaborators
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IMAGES

Photographer Mark McManus

Photo by Spill Photography
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Photo by Spill Photography

Photographer Mark McManus
MARKETING MATERIALS
The production team have the follow assets on request:
- one minute Song to the Ocean highlights video
- and six minute highlights of Song to the Ocean.
Song to the Ocean
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- media release
- images and copy for socials

We have archival footage captured with four cameras.
CONTENT WARNINGS / AUDIENCES TO AVOID
Nil
SPONSOR OR OTHER ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Song to the Ocean was co-commissioned by Fraser Coast Tourism & Events and
Fraser Coast Regional Council, with assistance of the Australian Government through
the Festivals Australia program and the Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF), a
partnership between the Queensland Government and Fraser Coast Regional Council
to support local arts and culture in regional Queensland.
This work is an adaptation of Song to the Earth which was co-commissioned by City
of Gold Coast, Bleach*Festival and the Queensland Government through the
Regional Arts Development Fund and the Office of the Commonwealth Games and
other funding sources, and premiered at Bleach* at Festival 2018.

TEACHER’S RESOURCES
String and percussion teachers are sent sheet music and an audio recording with vocal
cues to assist students to learn the music.
This resource page with audio recordings and sheet music is sent to teachers and
students:
https://bonmusic.com.au/song-to-the-ocean-performers/
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PRODUCTION DETAILS
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
This production is designed for outdoors. There is an option to have two performance zones;
one inside the installation and an outside picnic zone.
The installation is a 20-25m diameter circle that the audience enters via designated
entrances/exits.
It is bordered by illuminated sculptures, and the performers have separate fixed positions
within the performance zone. They wear illuminated costumes.
Entry/exit to the performance zone is cued by voice-over.
PA speakers are positioned facing into the performance zone. The lead musicians are
amplified, whereas community musicians are not. There is sound design (nature sounds) in
addition to live music.
Picnic zone outside the circle. To be devised in consultation with the local events team.

EXAMPLE SCHEDULE
This is a schedule of a full version of Song to the Ocean including cultural exchange and
collaboration

Sat

Sun
Mon
Tues
Weds
Thurs

Fri
Sat

Arrival of lead team & Welcome: Local elder & Cultural Consultant,
Artistic director Bonshek, Coproducer, Community engagement
manager and performer, Kelly, Creative cultural consultant Whaia,
and Visual artist, facilitator and costumer Beckwith-Skinner
Illuminated Backlit Art Workshop (10-5pm, facilitators arrive at 9am)
Collaborate with local indigenous musicians, dancers and artists
Collaborate with local indigenous musicians, dancers and artists
Live feed planning, mark out Circle
String Workshop 1
Bump in lights + PA
Art Installation
Gong Workshop
String Workshop 2
Sound set up 9am
Soundcheck 1pm
Rehearsal Strings 4:30 + Tech run 6pm
Kids Workshop on Illuminated Art 10am
Workshop on Whale Song 12pm
Line check 3pm
Dress run 4pm
Show Part 1 6:00pm + Interval 6:30 + Part 2 6:45pm

CREW REQUIRED FROM VENUE
Lighting operator x 1
Sound technician x 1 to assist Song to the Ocean Production Manager
Live video feed director and camera operators (optional)
Song to the Ocean
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Production crew x 2
Front of House x 5 (some can be volunteers)
STAGE
See stage/circle diagram links below, plus tech supply lists, Audio and LX details in
the Song to the Ocean Production Details.
https://www.cbcollab.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Song-to-the-Ocean-Stage-Pla
n-Strings.pdf
https://www.cbcollab.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Song-to-the-Ocean-Stage-Pla
n-Gongs.pdf
https://www.cbcollab.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Song-to-the-Ocean-Productio
n-Details-2022.pdf
WARDROBE
[Company] to supply
Battery operated wearable light sculptures for all performers.
Venue to supply
Wardrobe requires a green room or 1 x dressing tent 3 x 6 m with 5 trestle tables and
one clothes rack.
Performers require 2 x dressing tents 3 x 6m with 10 trestle tables.
1 x change room tent 3 x 3m with 1 trestle table
FREIGHT NOTES
The production travels in a 3 tonne truck driven by the sound engineer and the
vehicles of the lead team and performers.
CONTACTS
Greta Kelly
Producer at Corrina Bonshek & Collaborators | DeepBlue Manager
+61 422 588 693
gretackelly@gmail.com
Corrina Bonshek
Artistic Director & Producer at Corrina Bonshek & Collaborators
+61 435 247 874
corrina@cbcollab.com
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